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ON SYMMETRIZATION OF HIGHER ORDER JETS
MIROSLAV DOUPOVEC AND WŁODZIMIERZ M. MIKULSKI
Abstract. We discuss geometric constructions transforming r-th order semiholonomic or non-
holonomic jets into holonomic ones.
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Denote byMf the category of smooth manifolds and all smooth maps, byMfm
the subcategory of m-dimensional manifolds and their local diffeomorphisms and by
FMm the category of fibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases and fibered maps
over local diffeomorphisms. Roughly speaking, the construction of higher order jets
can be interpreted as a bundle functor on the category FMm or on the product cat-
egoryMfm Mf .
First, the r-th holonomic prolongation J rY of a fibered manifold Y ! M is
defined as the space of all r-jets of local sections of Y . Then J r is a bundle functor
on FMm transforming a fibered manifold Y ! M into its r-jet prolongation J rY
(with the projection onto Y ) and any FMm-morphism ' W Y1 ! Y2 covering ' W
M1 !M2 into J r' W J rY1 ! J rY2, J r'.j rxﬀ/ D j
r
'.x/
.'  ﬀ  ' 1/.
Second, for every two manifoldsM andN , the bundle of holonomic jets J r.M;N /
is the space of all r-jets of M into N . Given a local diffeomorphism f W M1 ! M2
and a map g W N1 ! N2, we have the induced map J r.f; g/ W J r.M1; N1/ !
J r.M2; N2/ defined by J r.f; g/.X/ D .j ry g/ X  .j
r
xf /
 1, where x is the source
and y is the target of X 2 J r.M1; N1/. Then J r is a bundle functor defined on the
product categoryMfm Mf .
Constructions of semiholonomic jets xJ r and nonholonomic jets zJ r can be also
interpreted as bundle functors on FMm or onMfm Mf , see Section 1. The aim
of this paper is to study natural transformations
xJ r ! J r and zJ r ! J r
which will be called in short symmetrizations of semiholonomic or nonholonomic
jets.
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We recall that the theory of higher order jets was established by C. Ehresmann [3],
see also [4, 10, 12]. Now the theory of jets is a very powerful tool in many areas of
differential geometry, mainly in the theory of connections, bundle functors and nat-
ural differential operators, see e.g. [1, 2, 5, 6, 9]. It is also well known that the theory
of jets forms the theoretical background in calculus of variations, field theories and
many areas of mathematical physics. We point out that the idea of symmetrization
plays an important role not only in the theory of jets, but also in current physical
theories. Moreover, the most important role in differential geometry and in mathem-
atical physics is played by classical holonomic jets. That is why it is useful to study
symmetrizations of higher order jets.
1. PRELIMINARIES
In what follows, we denote by N the set of positive integers and by FMm;n the
category of fibered manifolds with m-dimensional bases, n-dimensional fibers and
local fibered diffeomorphisms. All manifolds and maps are assumed to be infinitely
differentiable.
We recall that the r-th nonholonomic prolongation zJ rY of a fibered manifold
Y !M is defined by iteration
zJ 1Y D J 1Y; zJ rY D J 1. zJ r 1Y !M/;
which yields natural identification zJ r. zJ sY / D zJ rCsY . Clearly, we have the canon-
ical inclusion J rY  zJ rY given by j rx s 7! j
1
x .u 7! j
r 1
u s/ for every local section
s of Y . The r-th semiholonomic prolongation xJ rY !M is defined by the following
induction. Write xJ 1Y D J 1Y and assume we have defined xJ r 1Y  zJ r 1Y such
that the restriction of  zJ r 2Y W zJ
r 1Y ! zJ r 2Y maps xJ r 1Y into xJ r 2Y , where
Y W J
1Y ! Y means the projection. Then we define
xJ rY D fU 2 J 1 xJ r 1Y I xJ r 1Y .U / D J
1 zJ r 2Y .U / 2
xJ r 1Y g:
Obviously, J r , xJ r and zJ r are bundle functors on FMm and for r > 1 we have
J rY  xJ rY  zJ rY: Denoting by .xi ; yp/ the canonical coordinates on Y , the
induced coordinates on J 1Y are ypi D
@yp
@xi
. The canonical coordinates on zJ rY
can be introduced by the following induction. First, assume we have the coordinates
.xi ; y
p
i1:::ir 1
/ on zJ r 1Y , where i1; : : : ; ir 1 2 f0; 1; : : : ; mg. Then the induced
coordinates on zJ rY are
xi ; y
p
i1:::ir 10
D y
p
i1:::ir 1
; y
p
i1:::ir 1i
D
@
@xi
y
p
i1:::ir 1
:
Next, the semiholonomic prolongation xJ rY can be characterized by the following
condition: ypi1:::ir D y
p
j1:::jr
provided the sequences obtained from .i1; : : : ; ir/ and
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.j1; : : : ; jr/ by deleting all zeros with preserving the order of nonzero indices coin-
cide. So the local coordinates on xJ rY are .xi ; ypi1:::is /, s D 0; : : : ; r . Finally, the
holonomic prolongation J rY is characterized by full symmetry in all subscripts.
Every bundle functor F on FMm induces a bundle functor F0 on the product
category Mfm  Mf by F0.M;N / D F.M  N ! M/. Using such a point
of view, the bundles of r-th semiholonomic or nonholonomic jets on Mfm Mf
are defined as the r-th semiholonomic or nonholonomic prolongation of the product
fibered manifold M N !M , respectively,
xJ r0 .M;N / D
xJ r.M N !M/; zJ r0 .M;N / D
zJ r.M N !M/:
In what follows, we omit the subscript 0 at the jet functors on Mfm Mf , i.e. we
write xJ r.M;N / D xJ r0 .M;N /, zJ
r.M;N / D zJ r0 .M;N /.
Clearly, the jet functors J r , xJ r and zJ r on FMm preserve fiber products and the
corresponding induced jet functors onMfm Mf preserve products in the second
factor. By [7], every fiber product preserving bundle functor F on FMm of order
r can be characterized by a triple .A;H; t/, where A is a Weil algebra of order r ,
H W Grm ! AutA is a group homomorphism of the r-jet group in dimension m
into the group of algebra automorphisms of A and t W Drm ! A is an equivariant
algebra homomorphism, Drm D J
r
0 .R
m;R/. According to [7], bundle functors G
on Mfm Mf of order r in the first factor and preserving products in the second
factor are characterized by pairs .A;H/, where A and H are as above. Moreover, if
F D .A;H; t/ is a functor on FMm, then the induced functor F0 onMfm Mf is
of the form F0 D .A;H/.
We recall that an r-th order nonholonomic connection on a fibered manifold Y !
M is a section   W Y ! zJ rY . Such a connection is called semiholonomic or
holonomic, if it has values in xJ rY or J rY , respectively. For r D 1 we obtain the
concept of a general connection Y ! J 1Y . Further, the product of two connections
 1 W Y ! zJ
rY and  2 W Y ! zJ sY is a connection  1   2 W Y ! zJ rCsY defined
by  1 2 WD zJ s 1 2. Finally, Ehresmann prolongation of a connection   W Y !
J 1Y is the r-th order connection   .r 1/ W Y ! zJ rY defined by   .1/ WD      ,
  .r 1/ WD   .r 2/    . It is well known that Ehresmann prolongation   .r 1/ is
semiholonomic.
2. SYMMETRIZATION OF JETS ON FMm;n
By a symmetrization of semiholonomic jets xJ rY we understand an FMm;n-
natural transformation xJ r ! J r being the identity map on J rY for any Y 2
ObjFMm;n. Quite analogously, we can define the symmetrization of nonholonomic
jets zJ rY and also the symmetrization of jets xJ r.M;N / and zJ r.M;N /.
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First, for r D 2, we have a well-known symmetrization of second order semiholo-
nomic jets
C .2/ W xJ 2Y ! J 2Y; .xi ; yp; y
p
i ; y
p
ij / 7! .x
i ; yp; y
p
i ; y
p
ij C y
p
ji /:
In the general case, we proved in [1]
Theorem 1. All FMm;n-natural transformations A W xJ rY ! J rY are of the
form
(1) For m D 1 and arbitrary natural r , A D id W xJ rY D J rY ! J rY .
(2) For r D 1 and m  2, A D id W xJ 1Y D J 1Y ! J 1Y .
(3) For r D 2 and m  2, A D C .2/ W xJ 2Y ! J 2Y .
(4) For r  3 and m  2 there is no FMm;n-natural transformation A in
question.
Proposition 1. For r  2 and m  2 there is no FMm;n-natural transformation
zJ rY ! J rY .
By Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, to define symmetrizations of higher order semi-
holonomic and nonholonomic jets, it is unavoidable to use an additional geometric
object. Using a projectable classical linear connection  on Y , we defined natural
transformations
C .r/./ W xJ rY ! J rY and s.r/./ W zJ rY ! J rY for any r (1)
depending on  , see [1]. We also proved that C .2/./ D C .2/, which means that
C .r/./ generalizes C .2/ for r  3.
Moreover, the second author [11] introduced the symmetrization of semiholo-
nomic jets xJ rY by means of a classical linear connection r on the base manifold.
He solved a more general problem on the existence of natural transformations of
two fiber product preserving bundle functors on FMm. Given two fiber product
preserving bundle functors F D .A;H; t/ and F 1 D .A1;H 1; t1/ of order r on
FMm, he first defined a quasimorphism  W .A;H; t/ ! .A1;H 1; t1/ as a GL.m/-
invariant homomorphism  W A ! A1 such that t1 D   t . Then he proved
that there is an FMm;n-natural transformation FY ! F 1Y depending on a clas-
sical linear connection on the base of Y if and only if there is a quasi-morphism
.A;H; t/! .A1;H 1; t1/. In particular, the Weil algebra of J r is Drm D J
r
0 .R
m;R/
and the Weil algebra of xJ r is D
r
m D
xJ r0 .R
m;R/, see also (3). By [11], the usual
symmetrization D
r
m ! D
r
m is a quasimorphism of the corresponding triples. This
yields that given a classical linear connection r on M , there is an FMm;n-natural
transformation
S .r/.r/ W xJ rY ! J rY for any r (2)
depending on r. In [11], it is also proved that for r  2 it is not possible to symmet-
rize nonholonomic jets zJ rY by means of a classical linear connection on the base
of Y .
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3. SYMMETRIZATION OF JETS ON Mfm Mfn
We start with several auxiliary assertions. From Proposition 3 in [1], we obtain
directly
Proposition 2. Let m; n; r 2 N, m  2 and r  3. Then there is noMfmMfn-
natural operator A transforming connections   W M  N ! J 1.M  N/ on pr1 W
M N !M into r-th order holonomic connections A.  / WM N ! J r.M N/
extending   (i. e., such that r1 A.  / D   , where 
r
1 W J
r.M N/! J 1.M N/
is the jet projection).
Write
xAr D xJ r0 .R
m;R/ D rkD0 

k
R
m; Ar D J r0 .R
m;R/ D rkD0S
k
R
m: (3)
Lemma 1. LetC1; C2 W n xAr ! Aq be GL.m/-invariant maps such thatC1jnAr D
C2jnAr . Then C1 D C2
Proof. For n D 2 and q D r this is exactly Lemma 2 in [11]. The proof for any n
and q is a direct modification of the proof of Lemma 2 from [11]. 
Proposition 3. Let m; n; r; q 2 N. Let D1;D2 W xJ r ! J q be Mfm Mfn-
natural transformations such that D1jJ r .M;N/ D D2jJ r .M;N/. Then D1 D D2.
Proof. Define Ei W n xAr D xJ r0 .R
m;Rn/ ! nAq D J
q
0 .R
m;Rn/ as the restric-
tions of Di W xJ r.Rm;Rn/ ! J q.Rm;Rn/, i D 1; 2. Because of the Mfm Mfn-
invariance of D1 and D2 it remains to show that prl E1 D prl E2 for l D 1; : : : ; n,
where prl W 
nAq ! Aq is the projection on the l th factor. But from the assumption
of our proposition, we claim thatE1; E2 W n xAr ! nAq are GL.m/-invariant maps
such that E1jnAr D E2jnAr . So the proposition is an immediate consequence of
Lemma 1. 
Proposition 4. Let m; n; r 2 N, m  2 and r  3. There is no Mfm Mfn-
natural transformation A W xJ r ! J r such that AjJ r .M;N/ D id for any .M;N / 2
Obj.Mfm Mfn/.
Proof. Suppose that such A exists. We modify the respective part of the proof of
Theorem 3 from [1]. Given a connection   W M  N ! J 1.M  N/ on pr1 W
M  N ! M , we have an r-th order holonomic connection A.  / WD A    .r 1/ W
M  N ! J r.M  N/ D J r.M;N /, where   .r 1/ W M  N ! xJ r.M 
N/ D xJ r.M;N / is the r-th Ehresmann prolongation of   . Next, we have two
Mfm Mfn-natural transformations D1 D r1  A W xJ
r ! J 1 and D2 D xr1 W
xJ r ! J 1, where xr1 and 
r
1 W J
r ! J 1 are jet projections. By the assumption of
A, we see D1jJ r .M;N/ D D2jJ r .M;N/. By Proposition 3 we have D1 D D2. Then
r1 A D x
r
1 , so that 
r
1 A.  / D 
r
1 A 
.r 1/ D xr1  
.r 1/ D   . This yields
that connectionA.  / extends   . But this is impossible because of Proposition 2. 
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The book [6] proves
Proposition 5. For r  2 the only Mfm  Mfn-natural transformations A W
J r ! J r are the identity and the contraction. For r D 1 we have
J 1.M;N / D Hom.TM; TN/;
and all Mfm Mfn-natural transformations J 1 ! J 1 form the one-parameter
family of homotheties X 7! cX , c 2 R.
The main result of this section is
Theorem 2. (1) For r D 1 and m; n 2 N, all Mfm Mfn-natural trans-
formations xJ 1 D J 1 ! J 1 form the one-parameter family of homotheties.
(2) For m D 1, r  2 and n 2 N, the onlyMfmMfn-natural transformations
xJ r D J r ! J r are the identity and the contraction.
(3) For m  2, r D 2 and n 2 N, the onlyMfm Mfn-natural transformation
xJ 2 ! J 2 are the classical symmetrization xJ 2 ! J 2 of semiholonomic 2-
jets and the trivial one w 7! j 2x .y/, w 2 xJ
2
x .M;N /y , x 2 M , y 2 N ,
where y WM ! fyg  N denotes the constant map.
(4) For m  2, r  3 and n 2 N, the onlyMfm Mfn-natural transformation
xJ r ! J r is the trivial one w 7! j rx .y/, w 2 xJ
r
x .M;N /y , x 2M , y 2 N .
Proof. The parts (1) and (2) are immediate consequences of Proposition 5. Part
(3) follows from Propositions 3 and 5. Indeed, by these propositions we have that the
number of such natural transformations is at least 2. Quite similarly, part (4) is the
consequence of Propositions 3, 5 and 4. 
Proposition 6. For m  2, r  2 and n 2 N, the only Mfm Mfn-natural
transformation zJ r ! J r is the contraction.
Proof. For r  3 the statement follows from Theorem 2 and the case r D 2 is
examined in [8]. 
Using the naturality with respect toMfmMf , we obtain easily from Theorem 2
the following
Corollary 1. (1) For r D 1 and m 2 N, allMfm Mf -natural transform-
ations xJ 1 D J 1 ! J 1 form the one-parameter family of homotheties.
(2) For m D 1 and r  2, the onlyMfm Mf -natural transformations xJ r !
J r are the identity and the contraction.
(3) For m  2 and r D 2, the onlyMfm Mf -natural transformation xJ 2 !
J 2 are the classical symmetrization xJ 2 ! J 2 of semiholonomic 2-jets and
the trivial one w 7! j 2x .y/, w 2 xJ
2
x .M;N /y , x 2 M , y 2 N , where
y WM ! fyg  N denotes the constant map.
(4) Form  2 and r  3, the onlyMfmMf -natural transformation xJ r ! J r
is the trivial one w 7! j rx .y/, w 2 xJ
r
x .M;N /y , x 2M , y 2 N .
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Corollary 2. For m  2 and r  2, the onlyMfm Mf -natural transformation
zJ r ! J r is the contraction.
In the rest of this section, we show that it is possible to symmetrize higher order
semiholonomic jets onMfm Mfn by means of a classical linear connection r on
M . Indeed, we define easily the symmetrization of semiholonomic jets
S
.r/
0 .r/ W
xJ r.M;N /! J r.M;N / for any r
depending on a classical linear connection r on M . Let S .r/.r/ W xJ r.M  N/ !
J r.MN/ be the symmetrization (2) for the product fibered manifoldMN !M .
This is exactly theMfm Mfn-natural transformation S
.r/
0 .r/
xJ r.M;N / D xJ r.M N !M/
S.r/.r/
 ! J r.M N !M/ D J r.M;N /:
By [11], for r  2 it is not possible to define symmetrization zJ rY ! J rY of
nonholonomic jets on FMm by means of a classical linear connection r on M . On
the other hand, we have theMfm Mfn-natural operator
s
.r/
0 W
zJ r.M;N /! J r.M;N /; w 7! j rx .y/; w 2
zJ rx .M;N /y ; x 2M;y 2 N:
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